Hope, of the: Machine.

“Diagonal : Finale” & “System Frame work.”

COMPUTER ECONOMY /
TOTAL GLOBAL CONCEPT SYSTEM.
-50 % / 50 %: Personally.
-1’296 units, per “month, in reset” &
“12’000 units, per “year, in reset.”
Yearly / monthly reset clock, for all: “Digitalized cash”
/ Complete restandarding, of the: Product’s “unit
prices.” / Possible jail penality or bills, if: Survival is
“repeatedly, not maintained.”
Opening, of the: “Company Council.” This, is the: Network, of company “bridge
setup” & mounting. Plan working, the transport of, the total: Amount, of the base
“needed goods & materials.” From: “Fabric to fabric, and further.” Scaled for,
example in the: Necessary “liters.” One yearly, and one: Monthly, capital account.
The prayer, for: “Machines.” Are literally, the true: “First computer origin” &
“machine dream phaze.” Meanwhile, the computer simply: Made, a corrupt
“cash mess.” Because, the prayers where: “Forgotten.” Until: “Now.”
The value unit, will be: The same, every month. No, matter: What. Also every
time, you do: Pay, with them. The amount, is: Simply, deleted. And a, reciept is:
Made.
“Computers Prayer, early yr 1893.” - Edward Munch´s “Scream.”
Father sun, and: Mother earth. They, had: Sex.
-Nobody is, to be trusted with: Cash in between, their hands.
-Rich & poor, have: Gone for decades.
Both, rich & poor: Agreed.
-What can we, do: About this?
“Computers Prayer, later yr 2006.” - BVL´s “The Topaz Photo Series.”
-Nobody is, to be: Trusted, with “computer economy.”
-They keep on, freely: Counting & calculating. Their, increasive: Numbers. And
they, claim: That being stuck, in a capital calculation. Is “hard work,” for a life
time. Yet, in politics: A “capital calculation,” is useless.
The capital, is: Currently overwhelming, in poor difference.
-And suddenly, they: Are throwing “cake, to nothingness.”
-The computers “original meaning & prayers,” is all forgotten!
-What can, we do: About this?
“We wont, have another: Split decade.”
-Rise, the: “Computer solution!”
The computer, was an attempt of: “Human establishment.”
-As, the: False shaman “squeezes, slightly tougher.”
Establishing: “Only, a few.”

Written, by: “Bendik Viking Aurbakken Laland.” A science artist & researcher.
-My grand father “Erik Aurbakken”, was among the first “computer constructors.”
The other, “Sigurd Viking Laland” was “a priest.” 2013.

